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0 of 0 review helpful this is an excellent reference book on the mineralogy of Nevada By Christopher Wright While 
not necessarily a volume for the occasional rockhound this is an excellent reference book on the mineralogy of Nevada 
Mineraloccurrences are detailed for all regions of the state with ample information on all mining districts The articles 
on geological historyand mining history are concise but Nevada has an extraordinary diversity of minerals some of 
them unique to the state and some the focus of human exploitation for millennia Minerals of Nevada is the first 
synoptic catalog of Nevada minerals listing every mineral found in the state along with the places where they occur 
The book includes the geologic history of the state the history of mining in Nevada descriptions of significant mineral 
deposits and mining districts maps and an albu ldquo At last Nevada rsquo s rich mineral heritage has been 
documented in the single superb volume Minerals of Nevada It rsquo s a book made to order for anyone interested in 
Nevada rsquo s minerals and mining history rdquo Rock 
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